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Surface wetting kinetics of water soluble organic film 
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A B S T R A C T   

The wetting kinetics of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-based films by water was investigated using contact angle (CA) 
goniometry, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy. We show that CA evolution 
is determined by four main factors: film composition, preparation method, presence of plasticiser in the matrix, 
and relative humidity (RH) conditions during aging. All formulations prepared from partially hydrolysed poly-
mer were less susceptible to dissolution compared to fully hydrolysed counterparts, with the CA evolution 
character shifting from exponential to linear for respective formulations. This behaviour is likely attributed to the 
intrinsic properties of PVA matrices, i.e. changes in free volume, tortuosity, as well as size and distribution of 
crystalline regions. Incorporation of glycerol as a plasticiser results in overall faster CA evolution, with surface 
spreading playing more significant role compared to non-plasticised samples. Furthermore, aging of PVA-based 
films does not lead to profound changes in any environment except 100% RH. For these conditions, the initial 
stages of PVA dissolution due to water absorption were observed, with the changes in the matrix continuity 
dependent on PVA degree of hydrolysis. These results expand on the understanding of initial stages of polymer 
dissolution in consumer goods products and can pave the way to enhanced performance and prolonged shelf life 
of the products.   

1. Introduction 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a polymer that exhibits a range of 
industrially desirable properties, including good film forming capability 
[1,2], low toxicity [3], and water-solubility [4]. However, other 
intrinsic properties of pure PVA such as brittleness and low flexibility 
[5] need to be improved prior to its application in finished products, e.g. 
by controlling the degree of hydrolysis (DH) and molecular weight (Mw). 
More significant changes are often introduced to meet industrial re-
quirements, resulting in formulated products consisting of PVA and 
several performance-enhancing additives (e.g. plasticisers) [6]. While 
the mechanical properties are improved, the presence of additives re-
sults in changes in polymer matrix structure and intermolecular in-
teractions, with potentially detrimental effects to the resultant product 
quality. Accordingly, understanding the effect of formulation composi-
tion on PVA behaviour is crucial for developing improved consumer 
products. 

Regardless of DH, Mw, and presence of additives, PVA displays a 

semicrystalline nature with small crystalline domains embedded in the 
amorphous phase [7]. In general, introducing plasticisers to the system 
(e.g. glycerol [8,9], propylene glycol [10], ethanolamines [11], or water 
[12]) leads to a decrease in overall degree of crystallinity (DC) in the 
polymer matrix. Water plays an additional role in the system, acting as a 
solvent in sufficiently high concentrations. Due to the hydrophilic na-
ture of PVA, polymer powder contains ca. 6.5 wt% water at ambient 
temperature [13] before any processing, which increases with 
increasing relative humidity (RH). Below a threshold concentration of 
ca. 22 wt% [14], water is present within PVA films in a nonfreezing 
state, although this limit may be increased by the presence of additives 
with high affinity to the polymer chain or changes to the polymer DH 
[15]. After exceeding this threshold, water becomes mobile within the 
matrix and begins to disrupt the intermolecular hydrogen bond network 
between amorphous and crystalline PVA regions [14]. As water is not 
present in the region of intact crystallites, the total amount of water in 
the system is equal to water content in the polymer amorphous region 
[14]. Consequently, overall DC is an important factor when considering 
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dissolution of PVA by water. 
Polymer wetting is a crucial step during the manufacturing process of 

PVA-based formulations, e.g. single-dose laundry pods, where during 
their assembly a thin water layer is distributed on two PVA-based films 
followed by pressing together. The wetting process leads to partial film 
dissolution, enabling interdiffusion of polymer chains hence sealing the 
pouch. Understanding water wetting phenomenon of water-soluble 
films can therefore enable tuning of the PVA-based formulations, 
improving control over product performance both during manufacture 
and at later stages in the supply chain. 

Wetting behaviour of PVA-based formulations has been studied in 
humid air to investigate water sorption in polymer materials in the 
presence [16–18] and absence [19] of additives. Moreover, changes in 
the structure of PVA formulations (i.e. swelling) upon contact with 
various liquids [20–23] as well as solvent (i.e. water [2,5,24] and 
acetone [24]) migration in pure [2] and modified polymer matrices with 
fillers [24] and plasticisers [5] was tackled. These studies highlight the 
importance of the system chemical composition on its overall behaviour, 
albeit providing inconsistent conclusions for the same system [2,24]. 
Additionally, despite the diversity of systems studied, no information 
pertaining to the initial polymer/solvent contact can be concluded due 
to the limitations of the experimental techniques used (e.g. FTIR and 
Raman spectroscopy, or swelling tests), while the short time scale 
associated with the sealing process generates a need to understand 
polymer wetting mechanism immediately upon contact with a liquid 
medium. 

By contrast, contact angle (CA) goniometry combined with high- 
speed cameras is a promising technique to capture the initial wetting 
kinetics on polymer films. Generally understood as a constant value, 
contact angle for materials soluble in the medium (here - hydrophilic 
PVA soluble in water) naturally changes over time until an equilibrium 
is achieved. CA measurements provide information about evolution of 
contact angle, allowing study of the wetting mechanism – droplet for-
mation, spreading, and absorption (liquid movement in x,y- and z-di-
rection, respectively) into the system [25,26] as well as changes in 
wetting upon aging under various RH conditions [27]. 

This work aims to understand how changes in the film composition 
(Mw and DH of PVA, addition of plasticiser, change in the storage RH) 
influence the wetting mechanism of PVA-based films of various thick-
ness (spin-coated films of thickness below 250 nm and solution cast films 
of thickness above 10 μm). Changes in thickness, together with mathe-
matical modelling, will help to gain insight into the main mechanism of 
CA evolution – spreading or absorption. First, evaluation of changes in 
film morphology with changes in polymer DH and film thickness are 
presented using atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. Then, 
the influence of system chemistry (film composition, changes in RH) on 
wetting behaviour is discussed for both thin and thick films using CA 
goniometry. Finally, FTIR measurements are presented to establish the 
influence of crystallinity on the polymer wetting behaviour. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

PVA (Sigma-Aldrich P8136, Mw = 30–70 kg•mol− 1, DH = 87 %–90 
% denoted as 87PVA and Sigma-Aldrich 341584, Mw = 89–98 kg•mol− 1, 
DH = 99 %+ denoted as 99PVA), glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich G9012, 
≥99.5 %), silica gel (Fisher Scientific S/0762/53, HPLC grade), potas-
sium carbonate (Fisher Scientific P/4080/60, extra pure), and HPLC 
water (HPLC Plus, Sigma Aldrich 34,877-M) were purchased and used as 
received. 

2.2. Sample preparation 

PVA powder was dissolved in HPLC water by heating up to 75 ◦C 
(87PVA) or 100 ◦C (99PVA) with continuous stirring (for ca. 2 h or until 

completely dissolved) to obtain a concentration of 4 % or 10 % (w/v), 
and subsequently cooled to room temperature. Solutions of plasticiser 
(glycerol) of 4 % (w/v) were prepared by dissolving required amount of 
substance and stirring at room temperature for ca. 4 h. Polymer/plas-
ticiser solutions were prepared either by mixing the respective 4 % (w/ 
v) stock solutions or by adding pure glycerol to 10 % (w/v) to PVA so-
lutions such that PVA/glycerol (w/w) ratio was 4:1. 

Thin PVA films (<250 nm) were prepared from 4 % (w/v) solutions 
(both with and without glycerol) by spin coating 320 μl or 1200 μl of the 
solution with a spin speed of 2000 rpm for 100 s or 1000 rpm for 300 s, 
respectively, to obtain film of various thicknesses using a spin coater 
(Spin 150i, SPS-Europe). 1 in. squared glass slides were used as sub-
strates and cleaned using piranha solution (mixture of 98 % concen-
trated sulphuric acid and 30 % hydrogen peroxide at a volumetric ratio 
of 7:3) for 1 h to remove any organic impurities [28], followed by 
sonication (three times, 10 min each sonication) in ultrapure deionized 
water (Mili-Q, 18.2 mΩ cm) and dried in an oven at 70 ◦C. Solution cast 
films (>10 μm) were prepared by placing 400 μl or 800 μl of either 4 % 
(w/v) or 10 % (w/v) solutions (with or without plasticiser) onto a glass 
slide and placing in a vacuum oven (75 ◦C, ca. 200 mbar) for ca. 1 h. 

2.3. Experimental procedure 

CA measurements were performed using a Theta Optical Tensiom-
eter (Biolin Scientific) with an automated dispenser. To investigate the 
initial stages of CA evolution, measurements were performed for 90 s 
(RH ≈ 45 % RH, T = 19 ◦C), with image recording at 72 fps. HPLC water 
was used as testing liquid. The images illustrating CA evolution on PVA- 
based film over time were presented in Table S1 (Supporting Informa-
tion). Every measurement was preceded by camera calibration followed 
by positioning the syringe 0.6 cm away above the PVA film surface. 
Films of each kind were prepared in triplicate. Due to the proven 
dependence of CA evolution on the proximity of the substrate edge [29] 
as well as the time difference between drop formation and deposition 
[30], three measurements were performed in a triangle arrangement 
close to the centre of the sample avoiding contact of any drop with other, 
with immediate deposition after its formation. Image analysis was per-
formed using OneAttension software to obtain CA values, area of the 
liquid/surface contact, height of the droplet, and baseline length. The 
data was analysed using Python scripts to fit the mathematical model 
described below, as well as to perform geometrical investigations into 
the CA evolution mechanism and validation calculations for the chosen 
model [31]. For all samples, model validation to check the assumption of 
the spherical dome droplet shape was performed. 

The effect of RH was examined by storing freshly prepared films in a 
desiccator with silica gel (ca. 4 % RH), saturated solution of potassium 
carbonate (ca. 45 % RH) [32], or water (100 % RH) for one week prior to 
CA measurements. 

FTIR measurements were carried out to investigate changes in DC 
against changes in the polymer matrix microstructure within solution 
cast PVA-based films only. The measurements were performed on a 
Bruker Lumos FTIR Microscope. Spectra were recorded from 4000 to 
600 cm− 1 with 32 scans and resolution of 4 cm− 1 using diamond as ATR- 
FTIR crystal (penetration depth of ca. 2 μm). Measurements lasted for 
<5 min, preventing films from changing in response to ambient RH. 
Baseline data correction was performed using airPLS algorithm [33] 
applied in Python scripts. Crystallinity was determined using ratio of the 
intensity of the crystalline to non-crystalline peaks as described in the 
literature [7,34–38]. 

AFM was used to observe changes to surface morphology with 
composition (both spin-coated and solution cast), and to measure film 
thickness (for spin-coated films). Imaging in tapping mode utilised 
tapping mode cantilevers (μmasch, HQ:NSC15/AL BS, aluminium 
coating, spring constant of ca. 40 N/m) and was performed on a 
Dimension 3100 AFM (Veeco). Scratch test for thickness measurements 
was performed by applying potential difference equal to 14 V with 
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scanning angle equal to 0◦, followed by imaging at the scanning angle 
equal to 90◦ [39]. For each sample, three scratches were made and at 
least three depth profiles from each scratch were extracted. The sample 
thickness was taken as the average value from all analysed positions. 
Thickness of solution cast films was determined using a digital 
micrometer. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Model validation 

CA evolution over time is a consequence of the liquid/solid/air in-
teractions which can be deconvoluted into two key phenomena - 
spreading and absorption. Spreading arises due to variations in energy 
states of the solid surface, its adsorption behaviour and wetting kinetics, 
which can be correlated to the droplet shape and structure of the surface. 
It can be either direct (through flux of liquid water in contact with the 
film) or indirect (through evaporation of water from the droplet and 
subsequent condensation ahead of the contact line) [40]. Conversely, 
absorption is primarily determined by the surface structure of the solid 
[25], its porosity, and free volume. In the case of PVA-based formula-
tions, the hydrophilic nature of the polymer, its dissolution in water and 
changes in free volume of the material all contribute to absorption. 

To account for the concurrent absorption and spreading observed in 
water-soluble polymers [31], Farris et al. developed a model using semi- 
empirical exponential decay akin to the Avrami mechanism of crystal-
lisation kinetics [41], or equations used to establish the length of a 
capillary [42,43]. The equation takes the following form: 

θ(t) = θ(0)⋅ektn (1)  

where θ(t) and θ(0) are the contact angles at a given time t and time 0, 
respectively, k is the rate of contact angle evolution, and n is linked to 
physicochemical phenomena underlying the overall process, describing 
the fractional values normally attributed to the presence of two or more 
phenomena that occur simultaneously. Theoretically, n = 0 in the case of 
pure absorption (a constant CA value) and n = 1 in the case of pure 
spreading (exponential decrease in CA value). To corroborate the 
mechanism implied by the value of n, geometrical analysis of the solvent 
droplet below can be used: 

ΔSB = (ΔSB)absorption +(ΔSB)spreading (2)  

(ΔSB)absorption = 3
[
(V − V0)

h
⋅
(

1 + cosθ
2 + cosθ

)]

(3)  

(ΔSB)spreading = 3V0

[
1
h

(
1 + cosθ
2 + cosθ

)

−
1
h0

⋅
(

1 + cosθ
2 + cosθ

)]

(4)  

where V, V0, h, and h0 are the volume and height of the droplet at time t 
and 0, respectively, and ΔSB is the area of liquid-solid contact (the basal 
area). To conclude which phenomenon is predominant, all ΔSB values 
were normalised against the initial area, SB0. Although this model as-
sumes a perfect spherical droplet shape, the combined approach enables 
validation of this assumption. Because of the additional geometrical 
check of the dominating wetting mechanism in the system, the model by 
Farris et al. is more relevant for the investigations presented here than 
models previously described in literature [25,26,29,44–49] and was 
used to establish kinetics of water migration in PVA-based systems. 

To confirm the other assumptions of the Farris model are appropriate 
for this study, i.e. that the effects of gravity and evaporation are negli-
gible, the following equation was used: [50] 

l0 <

(
2γlv

ρg

)0.5

(5)  

where l0 is lineal dimension of the droplet, ρ is the density of the liquid, 

and g the gravitational acceleration. Given l0 was smaller than the right- 
hand side of Eq. (5) (here found to be ca. 3.5 mm and 3.8 mm respec-
tively, at t = 0), it was determined that gravity can be neglected. 
Similarly, to confirm that evaporation does not play a significant role, 
preliminary measurements on pure glass substrates were performed 
finding no significant change to droplet volume over the length of the 
experiment. Together with the short measurement duration (<90 s cf. 
several minutes for experiments where evaporation plays an important 
role) [27], these results confirm that evaporation is negligible. 

3.2. PVA film surface characteristics 

Spin coating is based on rapid solvent evaporation, leading to for-
mation of thin films with non-equilibrium structure. For solution- 
casting, however, elevated temperature and prolonged evaporation 
time allow the sample to reach an energetically favourable structure. 
The differences in preparation method might result in variations in 
surface roughness, in turn influencing wetting kinetics [51,52]. PVA 
films studied here showed a uniform morphology (Fig. 1) and low 
roughness (maximum of ca. 1 nm, Table 1). In general, 99PVA films had 
an increased roughness, though the difference was negligible. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that surface roughness is not responsible for any 
potential differences in water migration kinetics observed between the 
two preparation methods. 

Due to the higher Mw of 99PVA, films of these polymer were ca. 38 % 
thicker than corresponding 87PVA formulations (Table 1). Introducing 
chosen glycerol content (20 wt%) to PVA system was proven to lead to 
sufficiently flexible films without causing significant changes in film 
thickness [5]. Here, the addition of glycerol typically did not decrease 
the film thickness by >20 %. The most notable differences were 
observed for solution cast films prepared from mixed 4 wt% polymer and 
plasticiser solutions, while a difference of only max. 6 % was observed 
for thin films prepared using 1000 rpm spin speed (Table 1). 

3.3. Effect of composition change on water spreading behaviour for thin 
films 

Thin films prepared from PVA of various DH exhibited distinct fea-
tures in the CA evolution (Fig. 2a). For non-plasticised 87PVA (Fig. 2a, 
black and grey lines), an initial exponential decrease was observed. For 
99PVA, the trend appears almost as a linear decrease (Fig. 2a, red and 
orange lines), which is similar to that of hydrophobic materials, on 
which the CA changes are caused solely by evaporation (in prolonged 
experiments) [53]. Generally, the thinner the film, the quicker the CA 
evolved. However, because the character of CA evolution did not change 
with the film thickness for any of the investigated DH, the differences in 
CA evolution between 87PVA and 99PVA cannot be attributed to dif-
ferences in film thickness alone; they result from the intrinsic properties 
of the matrix. 

Spreading is a much faster process compared to absorption due to the 
necessity of solvating polymer chains in the latter case [24]. Hence, the 
initial CA evolution is likely correlated with spreading, followed by 
infiltration. From geometrical analysis of water droplets (Eqs. (2)–(4)), 
87PVA showed greater spreading than absorption (Fig. 2b). For 99PVA, 
however, spreading had a similar magnitude as absorption although 
both mechanisms were less prominent compared to 87PVA, echoing the 
trend in ΔCA for these formulations. 

Despite the much-reduced spreading behaviour, 99PVA is more hy-
drophilic than 87PVA as evidenced by the lower initial CA (ca. 41◦ cf. 
54◦, respectively, Table 1). This may be due to the differences in 
hydrogen bonding behaviour of the two polymers - assuming that each 
water molecule binds to a hydroxyl group of PVA chains [14] before 
acting as a freezable water, the amount of water molecules needed for 
99PVA saturation would be 2.06 times greater than that required for 
87PVA (per chain, based on Mw and DH). Moreover, despite the fast 
solvent evaporation kinetics during spin coating, the overall DC is 
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expected to be higher for 99PVA; these crystallites are additional ob-
structions for migrating water. 

Changes in DC were previously reported to change the dissolution 
mechanism of PVA thin films by controlling the polymer relaxation rate 
and swelling behaviour [23]. Hence, higher amount of crystallites would 
result in decelerated CA evolution behaviour. However, it is also prob-
able that the difference in Mw of the two PVA types studied could affect 
the surface spreading and absorption [54,55]. The high Mw and DH of 
99PVA result in interchain interactions which creates a matrix of higher 
tortuosity hence additional obstructions for water movement within the 
matrix. This behaviour is like that of PVA in solutions as decreased 
solubility is observed for polymers with higher DH or Mw, where more 
energy is required to disrupt the hydrogen bonding and cause 
dissolution. 

Plasticisation of the films with glycerol markedly accelerated the CA 
evolution for all PVA formulations: an exponential decrease or a drastic 
reduction followed by linear decay was observed for 87PVA and 99PVA, 
respectively (Fig. 2a), resulting in both absorption and spreading com-
ponents being negative at the beginning of the experiment for these 
compositions (Fig. 2b). This rapid kinetics of CA evolution on plasticised 
99PVA films prevented meaningful image analysis as after the initial CA 

decrease as the droplet edges could not be reliably detected (truncated 
CA evolution line for 99PVA + G 124 nm, Fig. 2b). 

Initial CA values for plasticised samples were, rather surprisingly, 
greater than those of unplasticized counterparts (ca. 61◦ for plasticised 
PVA cf. 54◦ for non-plasticised, Table 1), which indicates more hydro-
phobic surface nature for the former. For PVA of both DHs, inclusion of 
plasticiser also increased ΔCA over the entire duration of the measure-
ment (Table 1). In PVA formulations, glycerol replaces PVA-PVA 
hydrogen bonds, accelerating disruption of hydrogen bond network 
and lowering water content required to reach limit of nonfreezing state - 
hence faster spreading and absorption. 

Upon fitting the CA kinetics with the model of Farris et al. (Eq. (1), 
Fig. 3), the average values of n were 0.26–0.37 for 87PVA (with or 
without the presence of glycerol, Fig. 3b, Table S2 in Supporting In-
formation), suggesting that spreading contributes substantially to the 
wetting mechanism in these samples. By contrast, samples of non- 
plasticised 99PVA showed n values of only 0.16–0.22, implying a pre-
dominance of absorption rather than spreading. However, plasticised 
99PVA samples showed an inverse behaviour, with n values of 
0.37–0.54, indicating even more spreading than any 87PVA sample 
(Fig. 3b and Table S2 in Supporting Information). In general, fitted 

Fig. 1. Morphology and height profile of: (a, b) spin-coated plasticised 87PVA film, (c, d) solution cast 87PVA film, (e, f) solution cast plasticised 87PVA film, (g, h) 
spin-coated 99PVA film, (i, j) solution cast 99PVA film, and (k, l) solution cast plasticised 99PVA film. 
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values for time constant k (Fig. 3a, Table S2 in Supporting Information) 
naturally mirrored the overall change in CA across the duration of the 
experiment for samples of the same DH (Fig. 2a, Table 1) – the higher 
ΔCA, the lower k values. 

3.4. Effect of composition change on water spreading behaviour for thick 
films 

In general, PVA films prepared by solution casting showed similar CA 
evolution characteristics to that of spin-coated PVA films (Fig. 5a, 
summarised in Fig. 3), however, with less significant changes in ΔCA for 
all formulations except non-plasticised 99PVA (Table 1). This observa-
tion further suggests that physico-chemical properties of the polymer 
matrix, such as amount of free hydroxyl sites, tortuosity, free volume, as 
well as possible differences in crystallite size and overall DC between the 
two PVA types influence these distinct changes in solvent migration. For 
example, the cavity radius in vacuum-dried films of 99PVA was found to 
be smaller than that of equivalent 87PVA (2.45 Å compared to 2.64 Å, 
respectively [54] cf. van der Waals radius of water, 1.7 Å [56]), signi-
fying differences in molecular packing within each polymeric matrix. 

Both plasticised PVA films showed an increased rate of CA evolution 
compared to non-plasticised counterparts. It is worth noting that there 
are discontinuities in the CA evolutions of glycerol-plasticised 99PVA 
films (Fig. 5a, green): in those cases, a sudden spreading event was 
observed. There are two possible explanations for this behaviour: first, 
dissolution of glycerol and PVA into the droplet changed the liquid 
surface tension and viscosity hence CA evolution behaviour. In thin films 

fewer glycerol molecules were available to dissolve, therefore, changes 
in adjacent to film water-based solution were insignificant. Second, 
glycerol was incorporated into PVA crystallites as inclusion defects, 
which decreased the overall DC without changing the crystallite size 
distribution for 87PVA (although broadening the distribution for 
99PVA) [58], in turn leading to accelerated dissolution of crystal 
structures [53,59]. 

The alterations in the wetting behaviour with changes in film 
thickness and composition might be a result of changes in the polymer 
state – from glassy to rubbery – due to plasticisation of the polymer by 
the solvent [60]. This phenomenon can be observed as the regime 
change (kink) while plotting change in contact line velocity (U) vs CA. U 
was calculated following Dupas et al. [60] as: 

U =
θγl(cosθe − cosθ)

3ηLln(r)
(6)  

where γl is the water-air surface tension, θe is static wetting angle, ηL is 
water viscosity and r is the ratio of the droplet radius and microscopic 
cut-off length, with typical values ln(r) equal to 10. This was, however, 
not observed for any films studied here (Fig. 4). While the glass transi-
tion temperature (Tg) of vacuum-dried PVA films is equal to 65 ◦C and 
53 ◦C for 98 % DH and 88 % DH, respectively [10], these values decrease 
upon addition of 20 wt% glycerol (by ca. 30 ◦C) [10] or equilibration in 
the ambient atmosphere (by ca. 40 ◦C for RH = 42 %) [62]. Therefore, it 
is likely that although samples were not equilibrated in ambient RH 
prior to measurements, all formulations are in their rubbery state due to 
the presence of plasticisers in the system. 

Table 1 
Average thickness, roughness, and CA evolution parameters for the investigated compositions using water as the 
testing liquid. Symbols represent: CA0 – initial CA, CAe – contact angle at the end of the measurement, ΔCA – dif-
ference between CA0 and CAe, ΔV – change in the droplet volume, ΔA – change in the liquid/solid contact area. 
Shaded cells correspond to spin-coated films. Uncertainty values represent one standard deviation around the mean (n 
= 9). 
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For formulations of 87PVA (both plasticised and non-plasticised), the 
evolution of U for spin-coated films is significantly accelerated 
compared to thicker, solution cast counterparts (Fig. 4). For non- 
plasticised 99PVA formulations, however, this trend was reversed, 
while their plasticised counterparts showed no difference in U evolution 
with CA between samples of different thicknesses. All results are in line 
with presented CA evolution with time (Figs. 2a, 5a) – the quicker CA 
evolution with time, the quicker U evolution with CA. 

Following the geometrical analysis of the water droplet, it was 
concluded that spreading and absorption play similar roles to one 
another for non-plasticised solution cast PVA films (Fig. 5b), with fast 
initial CA changes leading to a steady linear increase in both factors 
(black and red, Fig. 5b). This behaviour is unlike that of spin-coated 
87PVA formulations, where spreading was a dominant mechanism 
(Fig. 2b). Instead, spreading behaviour becomes dominant after intro-
ducing glycerol to PVA of both DHs (blue and green for 87PVA and 
99PVA, respectively, Fig. 5b). 

Solution cast 87PVA films were very responsive to plasticisation, 
with k values increasing twice in magnitude for plasticised 87PVA 
compared to the non-plasticised counterpart. The magnitude of the 

Fig. 2. (a) CA evolution for spin-coated PVA films of various composition. For 
clarity, formulations of lower thickness were displayed as dotted lines. (b) 
Corresponding geometrical investigations (Eqs. (2)–(4)) for spin-coated samples 
prepared using 1000 rpm spin speed. For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. 

Fig. 3. Fitted values to the model by Farris et al. (Eq. (1)) for parameters (a) k 
and (b) n for spin-coated and solution cast films. 

Fig. 4. Contact angle as a function of contact line velocity (U) for PVA-based 
formulations of various thickness and composition. 
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fitted average time constant k decreased ca. 4× and 2× for 87PVA and 
plasticised 87PVA compared to the spin-coated counterparts, respec-
tively, which corresponds to an overall slower water migration kinetics. 
For solution cast films of 99PVA (with and without glycerol), this trend 
was not observed, with the average k values remaining similar to their 
spin-coated equivalents (Fig. 3a, Table S2 in Supporting Information). 
Values of n for thin films were also greater compared to the solution cast 
formulations with the exception of 99PVA, where this trend is not as 
clear (Fig. 3b, Table S2 in Supporting Information), implying a lower 
propensity for spreading in solution cast films. Aside from plasticised 
99PVA, the initial CA values for thick films were greater than for the thin 
films (Table 1). This can arise due to two reasons: first, polymer- 
substrate and polymer-air interactions can play an important role in 
the film behaviour for spin-coated formulations; second, differences in 
preparation method for the two film types could result in different 
matrix arrangement, including crystal structure more similar to the 
equilibrium one for solution cast polymer formulations compared to 
spin-coated ones. 

The presence of an increased number of molecular layers in thick 
films also led to smaller ΔCA than in thin films with the notable 
exception of non-plasticised 99PVA which exhibited the same ΔCA in 
both film types (Table 1). In thick films, higher amount of water can 
infiltrate inside the film compared to thin counterparts, in general 
slowing down x,y-migration of water (on the surface) in favour of z- 
migration. Accordingly, ΔA values (change in drop surface area) were 

significantly lower for thick films than in thin films (again, aside from 
99PVA, Table 1). Surprisingly, no significant difference in ΔV values was 
observed between the film preparation methods. These similar ΔV 
values imply a limitation in the goniometry technique itself: the strict 
geometrical assumptions used by the software to calculate droplet vol-
ume may lead to inaccuracies as the droplet becomes non-ideal upon 
absorption into the film. To account for this limitation and attempt to 
estimate ΔV indirectly, the discrepancy between measured droplet 
height and calculated droplet height assuming ΔV = 0 was determined 
following Farris et al. [31] (not shown here, for brevity). This further 
analysis was inconclusive, therefore further study is required to deter-
mine if absorption phenomena are more prominent in thick films than 
thin films. 

To summarise, CA evolution of water on PVA shows a clear distinc-
tion between PVA samples of different DH, as well as presence of plas-
ticiser. Two possible underpinning mechanisms may cause this 
behaviour – polymer crystallinity and matrix tortuosity – and affect the 
rate of water ingress into the matrix. 

3.5. FTIR characterisation of crystallinity in PVA-based formulations 

FTIR was used to quantitatively evaluate the degree of crystallinity 
and characterise the PVA film by analysing the nature of hydroxyl and 
acetate groups, as well as interactions with any additives present. 
Detailed analysis of the spectra presented in Fig. 6 can be found in 
Supporting Information (Section S1 in Supporting Information). 

Crystallinity of PVA film samples was estimated from the intensity 
ratio between peaks corresponding to crystalline phase at 1140 cm− 1 

(C–C stretching mode or C–O stretching) [37], and reference peaks: 
850 cm− 1 (CH2 rocking) [36], 1425 cm− 1 (CH2 bending) [34,35], or 
1094 cm− 1 (C–O stretching) [34–38]. As FTIR is an indirect method to 
establish crystallinity in polymer films, the DC values were calculated 
using empirical formulas for crystallinity in the polymer films that uti-
lise supplementary techniques such as XRD [38] or bulk density mea-
surements [7] (Table 2). 

It is worth noting that FTIR peaks corresponding to glycerol overlap 
with the 850, 1094, and 1141 cm− 1 peaks used in DC calculations 
(Fig. 6). By comparing equivalent methods for plasticised and non- 
plasticised PVA, it becomes clear that the calculated DC is relatively 
higher in methods using these overlapping peaks (i.e. DC is reduced by 
ca. 20 % for the 1140/1425 peak ratio, but only by ca. 10 % for the 
1140/850 and 1140/1094 peak ratio methods). 

Overall, DC was approximately constant for all pure PVA samples, 
irrespective of film thickness or DH, but decreased upon introducing 
plasticiser to the mixture (Table 2). This suggests that observed changes 
in CA evolution behaviour are not exclusively correlated with the overall 
film crystallinity. Changes in CA evolution can be therefore explained in 
two possible ways: (i) small crystals, or those with low packing density, 
can be more readily dissolved [23] resulting in the exponential decay 
seen in Fig. 5a, while larger or more densely packed crystals (implying 
higher matrix tortuosity) lead to the linear CA evolution characteristic. 
Glycerol disrupts the hydrogen bonding network of the PVA, thus 
reducing DC and accelerating CA evolution [5]. Direct studies of crys-
tallinity (e.g. using XRD) would be required to prove this hypothesis. (ii) 
While polymer crystallites create physical obstruction for water migra-
tion, they are embedded in PVA matrix of higher tortuosity for 99PVA 
formulations. Although DC and size might remain similar for the two 
types of PVA studied, decreased free volume in 99PVA films hinders 
water migration and has overriding effect on the overall behaviour. 

3.6. Effect of aging RH conditions on the water spreading behaviour of 
thick films 

Solution-cast thick PVA films were used to investigate the effect of 
RH on water CA evolution after 1 week of aging under 4 %, 45 %, and 
100 % RH. As films were prepared in vacuum and investigated in 

Fig. 5. (a) CA evolution for solution cast PVA-based films of various compo-
sition prepared from solutions of 10 % (w/v) concentration (400 μl), (b) Cor-
responding geometrical investigations (Eqs. (2)–(4)) for these samples. For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article. 
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ambient RH (ca. 45 % RH), it is expected that the amount of water 
present in the sample would be higher than those equilibrated at 4 % 
RH, but below the counterpart stored at 45 % RH. Therefore, aging at 
conditions of high RH would result in plasticisation of the PVA matrix 
due to water vapour absorption, thereby accelerating CA progression. 

After aging at low RH values (4 % and 45 % RH), no statistically 
significant changes in CA evolution were observed for 87PVA formula-
tions compared to freshly-prepared equivalents (summarised in Fig. 7 
and Tables S5, S6), however. The lack of changes observed with variable 
RH conditions were attributed to an insufficient aging of the samples, 
leading to only the surface layers of the matrix changing their molecular 
arrangement due to atmospheric water migration. This supposition is 
supported by further analysis - while Tg for both PVA matrices is ex-
pected to be above ambient temperature (ca. 70 ◦C for samples stored at 
low RH) [10,62], no change in contact line velocity as a function of CA 
(Eq. (6)) due to the polymer glass transition [60] was observed (not 
shown here, for brevity). Moreover, oscillations in the initial part of the 
CA evolution curves for all aged samples regardless of formulation 
(Fig. 8a, c), which were not observed for films investigated on day 0. 
Although the average the film behaviour was similar between freshly 
prepared samples and those aged at low humidity, individual mea-
surements showed higher variability after aging (demonstrated in 
Fig. 7), with both linear (e.g. Fig. 8c, blue, red) and exponential CA 
evolution kinetics (e.g. Fig. 8c, black, maroon, and green) observed in 
plasticised 87PVA samples. While CA evolution showed primarily 
exponential character before aging, occasional measurements recorded 
the linear CA evolution profile (not shown here, for brevity), indicating 
that this behaviour results from the intrinsic properties of the films 

themselves (i.e. changes in molecular packing, intermolecular in-
teractions between polymer chains and water within droplet area as a 
result of water migration during film storage). Upon aging, however, 
linear CA evolution was observed more frequently, resulting in changes 
in averaged k and n parameters compared to freshly prepared samples 
(Figs. 3 and 7). For 99PVA films (both plasticised and non-plasticised), 
variability in CA evolution did not increase upon aging, however 
aging at both 45 % RH and 4 % RH caused slower CA evolution rates 
compared to formulations investigated on day 0. For 99PVA films (both 
plasticised and non-plasticised), aging at these humidity values had a 
similarly minor effect, showing slightly slower CA evolution rates 
compared to formulations investigated on day 0. 

These changes in CA evolution can be correlated with changes in 
molecular arrangement due to water and glycerol migration in the PVA 
matrix: reorientation of the polymer chain ends so that the hydrophobic 
parts are exposed at the air-film interface, resulting in differences in 
wetting kinetics [40]. 87PVA is more sensitive to these changes due to 
the overall lower amount of -OH groups available compared to 99PVA 
films and lower Mw (hence quicker reorientation). Changes in other 
parameters (ΔCA, initial CA values, ΔA, ΔV, Table 1 and Tables S8–S10 
in Supporting Information) do not show clear differences between 
freshly prepared and aged films. As below ca. 30 wt%, water is only 
present in the PVA film in a nonfreezing state, the absolute humidity is 
not enough to cause significant changes in matrix properties for inves-
tigated thickness of the film. While 45 % and lower RH values are suf-
ficient to cause molecular migration of the surfactant for thin films [68], 
thickness of the films (and ratio of the surface water layer to the film 
thickness) likely determines the minimum absolute humidity for these 

Fig. 6. FTIR spectra of PVA-based films of various composition prepared from solutions of 10 % (w/v) concentration (400 μl).  

Table 2 
Average DC values for all solution cast investigated compositions. Uncertainty values represent one standard deviation around the mean (n = 5).  

Sample Thickness (μm) DC (1140/1425) DC (Peppas et al.) DC (1140/850) DC (1140/1094) DC (Tretinnikov et al.) 

87PVA 30.6 ± 1.9 106.7 ± 0.4 45.8 ± 0.5 127.4 ± 0.4 47.2 ± 0.1 29.2 ± 0.1 
44.5 ± 3.8 104.6 ± 0.2 43.7 ± 0.2 135.2 ± 0.5 49.2 ± 0.1 30.9 ± 0.1 
87.0 ± 3.3 105.4 ± 0.3 44.6 ± 0.3 132.7 ± 0.8 48.4 ± 0.2 30.2 ± 0.2 
129.7 ± 7.6 105.3 ± 0.1 44.5 ± 0.1 137.6 ± 0.1 49.3 ± 0.1 31.0 ± 0.1 

Plasticised 87PVA 21.7 ± 2.7 82.5 ± 0.2 21.1 ± 0.2 114.1 ± 0.2 42.5 ± 0.1 24.9 ± 0.1 
39.3 ± 5.5 76.8 ± 0.4 15.2 ± 0.5 107.2 ± 0.5 39.8 ± 0.2 22.5 ± 0.2 
73.5 ± 4.5 87.1 ± 0.3 25.8 ± 0.4 118.2 ± 0.3 43.9 ± 0.1 26.2 ± 0.1 
108.8 ± 3.0 87.4 ± 0.3 26.1 ± 0.4 118.3 ± 0.3 43.7 ± 0.13 26.0 ± 0.1 

99PVA 52.8 ± 2.3 113.2 ± 0.4 52.5 ± 0.4 126.8 ± 0.4 49.5 ± 0.14 31.2 ± 0.1 
88.3 ± 4.6 110.9 ± 1.0 50.2 ± 1.1 123.6 ± 1.2 48.5 ± 0.32 30.3 ± 0.3 
129.7 ± 3.3 102.0 ± 0.1 41.0 ± 0.2 116.0 ± 0.2 46.5 ± 0.06 28.5 ± 0.1 
208.5 ± 2.2 103.9 ± 0.1 43.0 ± 0.1 118.2 ± 0.1 46.9 ± 0.03 28.9 ± 0.1 

Plasticised 99PVA 33.1 ± 3.3 86.9 ± 0.2 25.5 ± 0.2 102.6 ± 0.3 41.6 ± 0.12 24.1 ± 0.1 
65.8 ± 3.0 86.8 ± 0.5 25.4 ± 0.5 104.1 ± 0.3 42.4 ± 0.15 24.8 ± 0.1 
119.8 ± 2.1 94.9 ± 0.3 33.7 ± 0.4 112.0 ± 0.1 45.9 ± 0.04 27.9 ± 0.1 
169.2 ± 4.1 95.4 ± 0.2 34.3 ± 0.2 112.9 ± 0.1 46.4 ± 0.05 28.4 ± 0.1  
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effects to be observed. Not reaching the threshold of maximum 
nonfreezing water content therefore provides a good explanation for the 
similar behaviour of 4 wt% and 45 % RH in this work. 

The most significant changes in wetting kinetics were noted for 
samples stored under 100 % RH condition, whereby PVA films visibly 
shown morphological changes as the result of absorbing water from the 
atmosphere. 87PVA samples formed a gel-like structure that attached to 
the supporting substrate while 99PVA samples became a swollen film 
that no longer adhered to the substrate. CA measurements were not 
practically possible on the majority of the plasticised and non-plasticised 
PVA films due the uneven surfaces, rendering image analysis infeasible. 
From the measurements that were possible, it can be concluded that 
aging at 100 % RH would result in instantaneous infiltration of the water 
droplet into the PVA film (ca. 2× and 4× decrease in magnitude of 
parameter k for non-plasticised and plasticised 87PVA, respectively, 
Fig. 7a, Table S7 in Supporting Information), as PVA-based films are 
above their Tg (− 14 ◦C for storage at 86 % RH) [62]. 

These observations were further confirmed by crystallinity mea-
surements. No clear trend or substantial changes in FTIR spectra was 
observed for samples stored at 4 % RH and 45 % RH in comparison to the 
freshly prepared ones (Fig. 9). It is concluded that no variations in 
intermolecular interactions or DC took place because environmental 
aging only affects the surface layer of the film (while ATR-FTIR crystal 
penetration depth is equal to ca. 2 μm). Among the few notable obser-
vations, there is an increased ratio of 3300/2900 peak (OH stretching 

correlated with hydrogen bonds/CH2 stretching and bending) 
[34,37,63,64] for 99PVA samples stored at 4 % RH: peaks were found to 
shift slightly to lower wavenumbers, which indicate small variations in 
the characteristics of hydrogen bonding in the system. Overall, FTIR 
results indicate that DC was not significantly changed over time at 
ambient RH – neither in terms of further crystallisation nor crystallite 
dissolution. 

For samples stored at 100 % RH, no conclusions about crystallinity 
changes can be drawn for 87PVA-based samples due to clear changes in 
the matrix structure and consequent non-physical DC values obtained. 
For these formulations, characteristic PVA peaks were no longer visible, 
being replaced by peaks at 900 and 1000 cm− 1 with an increased 
absorbance of hydrogen bond peak at 3300 cm− 1. Hence, a modified 
water spectrum was observed rather than polymer spectrum. For 
99PVA-based films, however, FTIR measurements were possible, 
showing clearly decreased DC after storage at 100 % RH. Plasticised 
films showed more significant decrease in DC compared to samples 
investigated on day 0 calculated according to the Peppas model [7] 
based on 1140/1425 peak ratio (41 % and 57 % decrease for non- 
plasticised and plasticised films, respectively, Table 2 and S4 in Sup-
porting Information), compared to other two methods: a 10 % and 21 % 
decrease for non-plasticised and plasticised films, respectively, for 
crystallinity defined as ratio of 1140/850 cm− 1 peaks; and 17 % and 31 
% decrease for non-plasticised and plasticised films, respectively, for 
crystallinity defined according to the Trettinikov model (based on 1150/ 
1094 peaks) [38]. While water content increased in the polymer matrix, 
the most significant changes in the structure were associated with 
hydrogen bonding and C-OH group interactions (950 cm− 1). Accord-
ingly, an individual peak at 1050 cm− 1 was no longer visible, indicating 
overall weaker C–O stretching interactions, with increased importance 
of hydrogen bonding observed again as water ingress replaced PVA-PVA 
hydrogen bonds with PVA-water hydrogen bonds [20]. This resulted in 
creation of liquid-like clusters for samples stored at 100 % RH that 
further changed the character of intermolecular interactions in polymer 
systems [20]. 

To interpret the findings of water migration on PVA films, one must 
consider the thermodynamics of polymer dissolution. Water uptake in 
polymer films is controlled by solvation of the polymer chains [24] as 
dissolution involves two processes: solvent diffusion and chain disen-
tanglement that changes polymer from glassy to rubbery state [65]. 
Dissolution occurs in layers: first by solvent filling the matrix free vol-
ume; then the amorphous, glassy polymer matrix will undergo transition 
into gel-like swollen layer due to diffusion of the solvent into the film (as 
can be observed in samples aged at 100 % RH). Consequently, two 
separate interfaces are formed: between glassy polymer and gel layer, 
and between gel layer and the solvent. After an induction time, polymer 
dissolution takes place [65]. 

According to Uerberreiter [65], dissolution of polymer films results 
in formation of multiple layers: pure polymer, infiltration layer, solid 
swollen layer, gel layer, liquid layer and pure solvent. The polymer 
dissolves into surrounding solvent, while solvent migrates into polymer 
matrix creating more rubber-like polymer structure. Water concentra-
tion gradient within the matrix is the driving force for further changes in 
the layers below those in direct contact with the solvent. Therefore, 
solvent penetration into the polymer results in an increased thickness of 
swollen surface until this process becomes polymer diffusion controlled 
[65]. In the presented study, the water in contact with the PVA film was 
found in a surface adsorbed layer, determined by the vapour-liquid 
equilibrium at the film surface [66]. Despite this lack of pure solvent 
phase, the difference in aging behaviour as a function of polymer DH 
(which follows trends in bulk solubility of the corresponding polymer) 
proves that this model is at least partially valid for describing the aging 
of polymer films at 100 % RH. 

The nature of the polymer chain itself determines much of the in-
ternal film structure and hence its ease of dissolution when in contact 
with water. For uncrosslinked, amorphous polymers, differences in free 

Fig. 7. Box and whisker graphs of Farris model (Eq. (1)) fits for parameter (a) k 
and (b) n for spreading of water on samples stored at various RH conditions. 
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Fig. 8. CA evolution with time and corresponding geometrical investigations for solution cast films: (a, b) 87PVA, (c, d) plasticised 87PVA, (e, f) 99PVA, (g, h) 
plasticised 99PVA. For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. 
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volume and segmental stiffness, along with the tacticity of the polymer 
[65], determine their dissolution rate. Despite its overall atactic 
configuration, PVA has high preference to create crystallites because of 
the relatively small size of the hydroxyl group and strength of hydrogen 
bonding [20]. Water can be bonded to the polymer on one side (weak 
bonding), two sides (strong bonding) and be placed in the interface re-
gion between crystallites and amorphous region of the polymer [20]. 
Changes in polymer dissolution behaviour are therefore a direct 

consequence of physical crosslinks (crystallites) present in the system 
which act to slow migration rates compared to completely amorphous 
matrices. Moreover, the dissolution rate was proven to be inversely 
proportional to the polymer Mw up to a certain limit characteristic for a 
given polymer [65]. This is connected with the chain disentanglement 
that is a function of a polymer Mw - generally, the higher the Mw, the 
higher the level of disentanglement required before swelling and 
dissolution can occur [65,67]. 

The high Mw and increased number of -OH groups (available sites to 
form hydrogen bond with infiltrating water molecules) in the 99PVA 
polymer result in overall more compact molecular packing, which is less 
influenced by the infiltrating water than 87PVA samples. From the 
similar behaviour of plasticised versus non-plasticised formulations 
after swelling, one can conclude that the increased chain entanglement 
is the primary reason for these contrasts between different DH values. 
Moreover, changes in the morphology of the crystallites are believed to 
be the consequence of differences between 87PVA and 99PVA formu-
lations. While addition of glycerol influences the matrix crystallinity, it 
does not change the continuity of 99PVA film upon water infiltration. 
According to the description by Uerberreiter, the 99PVA film as a whole 
behaves like a swollen polymer layer, while the 87PVA film behaves as a 
gel. 

4. Conclusions 

The dissolution behaviour of water-soluble PVA films was investi-
gated using CA goniometry. We observed that the kinetics of CA evo-
lution is determined by film composition - primarily DH and Mw of the 
polymer, presence of glycerol in the system, and the film preparation 
method (spin coating vs solution casting). Both thin and thick films 
prepared with partially hydrolysed PVA showed a longer initial period 
of CA evolution with overall higher change (exponential trend), fol-
lowed by slower, linear change of CA when compared against fully 
hydrolysed PVA. 

For 99PVA formulations, this initial period of significant changes 
was short, and followed by a linear decrease in CA, resulting in a 
significantly slower overall CA changes compared to 87PVA film. We 
suggest that size and morphology of the crystallites (despite non- 
significant changes in overall DC between these samples), higher Mw 
for 99PVA film compared to 87PVA film (resulting in higher level of 
chain entanglement), changes in polymer structure (amount of -OH 
groups), and differences in free volume within the matrix are all 
responsible for the difference observed. These changes are not corre-
lated with film thickness, however, as evidenced by no substantial 
changes with film thickness for the samples prepared in the same way. 
Instead, different wetting behaviour appears for thin films compared to 
thick films – fast spreading on the surface and overall low ΔCA that can 
be approximated as wetting taking place only in the x,y-dimension. 

Introducing glycerol to PVA matrix leads to plasticisation of polymer 
chains and results in drastic changes of CA, with spreading playing a 
more significant role compared to non-plasticised samples. It is sug-
gested that plasticisation has a more global effect in 87PVA (increase in 
free volume and flexibility of the chains) compared to 99PVA. Possible 
changes in crystallite structure upon glycerol addition or changes in 
liquid surface tension as the polymer solvates result in step-like changes 
in CA for the latter polymer. 

Aging PVA samples at 4 % and 45 % RH did not result in significant 
changes in either CA evolution or in FTIR spectrum, although droplet 
instabilities were observed at the beginning of the process. This is likely 
due to an insufficient water infiltration into the PVA film from the at-
mosphere to exceed the threshold of nonfreezing water in the system or 
variations in the glycerol local concentration. For 100 % RH, the initial 
stages of PVA dissolution as a consequence of water absorption were 
observed, with measurements being impossible to perform due to non-
uniformities of the surface. Changes in the DH and polymer matrix 
packing are believed to be the reason for swollen polymer and gel-like 

Fig. 9. FTIR spectra of solution cast PVA-based films stored at various RH 
conditions, compared against freshly prepared samples. (a) 4 % RH (ambient 
RH), (b) 45 % RH, and (c) 100 % RH. 
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behaviour for 99PVA and 87PVA-based formulations, respectively. 
These findings provide initial insight into the mechanism of product 
failure because of the environmental conditions during storage, 
although longer timescales might be required to expand understanding 
to the full product lifecycle. 
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